NDSU Custom Harvest and Processing Fees

NDSU Meat Science

Beef

Slaughter $80/head  
Processing $.75/lb based on the HCW (Hot Carcass Weight)  
*all retail cuts will be vacuum packaged unless requested otherwise  
*ground beef is packaged in plastic “chub bags”

Hogs

Slaughter $55/head  
Processing $.55/lb based on the HCW  
*all retail cuts will be vacuum packaged unless requested otherwise  
*ground pork is packaged in plastic “chub bags”

Lamb

Slaughter $65/head  
Processing $.60/lb based on the HCW  
*all retail cuts will be vacuum packaged unless requested otherwise  
*ground lamb is packaged in plastic “chub bags”

*Any meat being added to further processed meats will be charged retail price.

Further Processing Fees

- Fresh Sausage Fee $0.85/lb  
- Smoked Sausage Fee $1.80/lb  
- Bacon Fee $2.00/lb  
- Ham Fee $1.60/lb  
- Jerky Fee $2.10/lb  
- Snack Stick Fee $2.50/lb  
- Cheese added to product $0.60/lb

Available Products

- Pepper Sticks  
- Maple Sticks  
- Jalapeno Cheddar Sticks  
- Sweet & Spicy Sticks  
- Smoked Maple Ring  
- Fresh Maple  
- Fresh Italian  
- Fresh Breakfast  
- Fresh Chorizo  
- Smoked Country Style  
- Garlic Pepper Jerky  
- Colorado Jerky  
- Bacon Cheddar Patties  
- Wisconsin Brat  
- Pork and Cheddar Brat  
- Bratwurst  
- Philly Cheese Brat  
- Black Pepper Bacon  
- Garlic Bacon  
- Boneless Ham